The Magnificence of God

1. The magnificence of God outshines what mortals can conceive,
2. When the gathered congregation feels encouraged in its song.
3. With their endless possibilities and myriad of sounds,
4. In our psalms and hymns and sacred songs, the tunes come from the heart.

and the vastness of the universe, beyond what we perceive.
by the organ’s pow’r to motivate, each voice is clear and strong.
or-gans illustrate diversity that, in this world, abounds.

Yet, the organ’s grandeur seems to bridge the human and divine
But the organ has the pow’r to soothe with ducet harmonies.
teaching us to value dif’rence with all respectfulness.

As the ever-changing music swells, our God makes all things new,
with its varied registrations and a multiplex design.
that assures us of God’s tender care through all adversities.
and, with gracious inclusivity, reach out, accept, and bless.

and the echoes of our blended praise resound our whole lives through.